


Black Gold Pump & Supply Inc. is a full service global supplier to the oil and gas Industry. 
Black Gold, head quartered in Canadian, Texas, has proudly served the oil and gas rig 
industry on a global basis since 1982.  As a full service provider, our global clients have 
access to over 5,000 oil and gas drilling production parts and products.

With the largest oil and gas related inventory in the Texas 
and Oklahoma Panhandles,  Black Gold is firmly committed 
to maintaining its position as a premium supplier to the oil 
and gas industry.  We maintain an extensive parts inventory 
of current and out-of-production equipment.  We are 
completely equipped to handle well hookups, drilling rigs, 
well servicing needs, roustabouts, and all types of special 
orders.

As a premium supplier to the oil  and gas industry,  we 
represent only  premium brands.  Our reputation and 

customer base has enabled us to secure representation for many premium brand 
manufacturers that together meet all the needs of our oil field clients.  Our clients can be 
found from the Texas and Oklahoma Panhandles to Central Asia.  Our global experience 
ensures we know all the aspects and challenges for efficiently supporting oil and gas 
drillers, producers, and service companies. 

Our goal is to ensure quality service at a fair price.  We 
have been in the same location for more than 25 years. 
We have seen the patch boom and bust.  Through it all, 
we have remained, continuing to serve you, our valued 
customers.

We carry a large inventory 
to ensure that anything our 
clients require is available 
on a 24/7 basis so that 
they can work around the clock with no interruptions  
due  to lack of supply.   Our long list of repeat customers is  
testimony to our success as a premium supplier to the oil 
and gas industry.

•  Rig Supply

•  Drawworks

•  Mud Pumps

•  Rig Parts

•  Drawworks
    Parts

•  Swivel Parts

•  Hook Parts

•  Table Parts

•  Chains

•  Sprockets

•  Valves

•  Flow Control

•  Metering

•  Unions

•  Plates

•  Clutches

•  Tools

•  Paint 

•  Fencing
“Our equipment is used around the globe, from Texas to all the world’s locations drilling for oil and  gas.”

Ken King - President Black Gold Pump & Supply, Inc.
Our long list of repeat customers is a testimony to the success of Black Gold Pump & 

Supply, Inc. as a premium supplier to the oil and gas industry. 
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Black Gold Pump & Supply, Inc. found in Bridges Equipment LTD a valuable partner for the 
supply of drawworks, mud pump packages and manufactured parts.

Bridges has been supplying equipment to the oil and gas  industry for more than a quarter 
of a century.  In that time, they have established a reputation for supplying quality products 

backed by a very knowledgeable and 
experienced staff.

Headquartered in Odessa, Texas, 
Bridges has an 80 acre facility with 
full manufacturing and fabrication 
capabilities.  

Black Gold’s mud pumps are packaged 
by Bridges Equipment.  Throughout the 
global oil and gas fields, Bridges Mud 

Pump packages have an unequalled reputation for reliability and performance.

Bridges’ Odessa facility has extensive machining capability for large oil and gas industry 
equipment.  In addition to refurbishment, Bridges uses its machining capability to 
manufacturer its own design of diesel and electrical powered drawworks.  Drawing 
from its extensive experience in supplying the oil and gas 
industry, Bridges was able to develop a drawworks with 
design features that demonstrates enhanced performance 
and reliability over other brands.

Engineering is a key resource of Bridges.  Its  engineering 
team has the knowledge and software to design new 
equipment and also to reverse engineer.  In Bridges, Black 

Gold has a resource for 
sourcing components no 
longer available from the original manufacturer plus  the 
ability to meet the  specific special and “one-off” needs of 
Black Gold customers.  

•  Rig Supply

•  Drawworks

•  Mud Pumps

•  Rig Parts

•  Drawworks
    Parts

•  Swivel Parts

•  Hook Parts

•  Table Parts

•  Chains

•  Sprockets

•  Valves

•  Flow Control

•  Metering

•  Unions

•  Plates

•  Clutches

•  Tools

•  Paint 

•  Fencing
“We find Black Gold a premium outlet for our manufactured drawworks and mud pump packages. ”

Mike Bridges - Owner Bridges Equipment LTD.

Bridges Equipment LTD is not only a premium source for manufactured and packaged 
oil and gas field equipment, but also an important partner in meeting the specialized 

needs of Black Gold Pump & Supply customers.

Bridges Equipment LTD product distributed by 

Black Gold Pump & Supply, Inc.

your premium source for Drawworks & Mud Pumps
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Cardwell produced an excellent line of rigs.  Many of these rigs are still in active service 
throughout the world’s major oil drilling locations.  Black Gold has extensive experience 
with Cardwell rigs through its sister company, King Well, which operates a fleet of Cardwell 
rigs.  When Cardwell ceased production,  we used our own expertise and connections with 
Bridges Equipment’s fabrication and engineering to ensure an ongoing parts supply.

Black Gold not only carries one of 
the largest inventory of rig parts and 
can also supply reverse engineered 
components.  Clients that use 
Cardwell rigs can rely on Black Gold for 
continued support of their equipment 
with new parts, refurbished parts or 
remanufactured parts built to specific 
requirements.

If you are an user of or supplier to a Cardwell rig, contact Black Gold regarding any parts 
requirements you have. If the part cannot be found in our extensive inventory,  Black Gold 
will arrange to have it remanufactured.

In addition to supporting Cardwell rig operators throughout North America, we have 
supplied many rig parts and systems to clients in Russia, 
Indonesia and South America.   Cardwell operators 
throughout the world have taken advantage of Black Gold’s 
ability to support oil and gas drilling equipment no longer 
supported by the original manufacturer.

Through Black Gold, users of premium drilling equipment 
can rely on many more years of productive operation of 
their equipment.

•  Rig Supply

•  Drawworks

•  Mud Pumps

•  Rig Parts

•  Drawworks
    Parts

•  Swivel Parts

•  Hook Parts

•  Table Parts

•  Chains

•  Sprockets

•  Valves

•  Flow Control

•  Metering

•  Unions

•  Plates

•  Clutches

•  Tools

•  Paint 

•  Fencing
“We rely on Black Gold for the continued  support of our extensive fleet of drilling rigs.  Their ability to meet 
all our parts needs for rig products no longer supported by the manufacturer is invaluable.”

 Terrel Hardin - President King Well

If you are a user of or supplier to a Cardwell rig, contact Black Gold regarding any parts 
requirements you have.  If the part cannot be found in our extensive inventory, Black 
Gold will arrange to have it remanufactured.

Black Gold Pump & Supply, Inc.

is able to supply replacement parts for

Oil and Gas drilling rigs in and out of production
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Black Gold Pump & Supply, Inc.  has a comprehensive inventory of  new and out of 
production parts for Gardner Denver equipment.

Twenty years experience in supplying the oil and gas industry has enabled Black Gold 
to develop a comprehensive knowledge of the industry’s requirements.  This experience 

has enabled  us to build a strong 
team  of suppliers  for current and 
out of production equipment parts.  
Whatever Gardner Denver equipment 
you have,  you can rely on Black Gold 
to supply your needs.  

In our Canadian, Texas, location, we 
carry an extensive inventory of parts for 
Gardner Denver drawworks, swivels, 
hooks and rotary tables.

What ever your Gardner Denver equipment needs, contact Black Gold.  If we cannot 
supply you from the largest oil and gas industry inventory in the  Texas and Oklahoma 
Panhandles. We have the sources to rapidly meet  your needs.  Black Gold is on constant 
lookout for new inventory of parts for premium oil and gas equipment.

From our Canadian, Texas, location, we ship Gardner 
Denver parts around the globe to any location. Rely on our 
team and its knowledge to move equipment around the 
globe.

Our professional parts technicians have many years of 
experience and product knowledge on the various models 

and series of Gardner 
Denver oil field equipment. 
Contact us with your requirements and learn first hand 
why Black Gold is recognized as a premium parts supplier.

•  Rig Supply

•  Drawworks

•  Mud Pumps

•  Rig Parts

•  Drawworks
    Parts

•  Swivel Parts

•  Hook Parts

•  Table Parts

•  Chains

•  Sprockets

•  Valves

•  Flow Control

•  Metering

•  Unions

•  Plates

•  Clutches

•  Tools

•  Paint 

•  Fencing
“We have never failed to meet the parts requirements of our customers using Gardner Denver equipment.”

Cory Pittman - Black Gold Pump & Supply
Twenty years experience in supplying the Oil and Gas industry has enabled Black Gold 
to develop a comprehensive knowledge of the industry’s requirements.  

Black Gold Pump & Supply, Inc. supplies

Gardner Denver parts 

from a comprehensive inventory
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“Whether it be the chain carrying the power or the sprocket being driven, Black Gold has the right 
equipment to meet the rigorous demands and standards of the Oil and Gas industry.”

Only those companies that have established quality systems, approved and routinely 
audited, are authorized to display the American Petroleum Institute symbol.

Black Gold has built  a reputation for supplying quality equipment to the oil and gas 
industry.  That’s why we supply  Diamond Chain products.  Diamond Chain is a premium 
manufacturer of chains for power drive and has extensive experience in oil and gas field 
applications.  

Roller chains used in the oil and natural gas industries 
are subjected to great loads and harsh environments. 
These conditions are far more severe than usually found 
in more common industrial applications. These oil field 
chains can be either single or multiple strand and are 
typically constructed using heavy series components.

Diamond Chain produce their oil field chains with the 
same attention to detail that goes into all our products, 

but also subjects these models  to performance testing in accordance with American 
Petroleum Institute Specification 7F. Users of our chains can be certain they are receiving 
the highest quality, best performing roller chains by examining the label on the box,  
which displays the API logo. Only those companies that have established quality systems, 
approved and routinely audited, are authorized to display this symbol. 

In today’s environment, Diamond focuses on 
the increased use of technology but follows 
the same inventive, grass roots philosophy it 
was founded on to provide customers with a 
high quality product with the best balance of 
performance, reliability, price and delivery to 
meet or exceed their requirements.

•  Rig Supply

•  Drawworks

•  Mud Pumps

•  Rig Parts

•  Drawworks
    Parts

•  Swivel Parts

•  Hook Parts

•  Table Parts

•  Chains

•  Sprockets

•  Valves

•  Flow Control

•  Metering
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•  Paint 
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Black Gold Pump & Supply, Inc. supplies

Diamond Chain  

from a comprehensive inventory
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Balon has established a reputation for providing ball, check and needle valves that have 
proven their mettle and become the standard by which all others are judged.

Black Gold only likes to work with the best.  Balon was founded in 1965 and designs 
products for the oil and gas industry that are recognized as inherently superior to others. 
Balon leads on innovation and can claim many of the following industry firsts.

Ball Valve Firsts-
 •  First backseated blowout-proof stem
 •  First grooved and tapered seats 
 •  First stem safety shear groove
Check Valve Firsts-
 •  First with fully replaceable disc and
     seat module
 •  First check valve design backed by 
      more than thirty patents
Needle Valves-
 •  First with split-seat design, virtually      
      eliminating seat fracture. 

The Balon Ball Valve has eliminated the need 
for grease fittings, lube channels, and regular lubrication that other designs require.   
Stems are backseated and therefore blowout proof. 

The Balon Check Valve design is a total departure 
from the tired design of commonly available check 
valves.  It incorporates an innovative disc and seat 
module. With this innovation, Balon has been able 
to eliminate hazardous screwed and bolted bonnets. 

The Balon Needle Valve is the result of many design inputs 
directed at a total solution to needle valve problems, not 
one or two isolated and limited variations of outdated 
concepts.

“Balon Ball Valves has eliminated the need for grease fittings, lube channels, and regular lubrication, 
versus other designs.”

Balon has established a reputation for providing ball, check and needle valves that 
have proven their mettle and become the standard by which all others are judged.

•  Rig Supply

•  Drawworks

•  Mud Pumps

•  Rig Parts

•  Drawworks
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•  Table Parts
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Black Gold Pump & Supply, Inc. supplies a comprehensive 
range of Balon Valves, recognized as inherently superior 

for the Oil and Gas Industry 
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“Kimray is represented domestically by nine distributors in North America and in nine countries, providing 
product, application, on time delivery, and service after the sale.”

Kimray products are designed for serviceability. You can repair a 3” SGT-BP purchased in 1948 
with a repair kit purchased for the same model being produced today. This commitment to 
non-obsolescence has been a trademark of Kimray design since the beginning.

Black Gold Pump & Supply, Inc. carries a large inventory of Kimray flow control and 
metering equipment to meet our oil and gas industry clients’ wide range of needs in North 
America and  markets worldwide.

Kimray machines iron, steel, aluminum and thermoplastic 
materials, to build a comprehensive line of control valves, 
thermostats, energy-exchange glycol pumps, gas operated 
pilots and other control devices. Kimray products are used 
to control vessel and lead line temperatures, liquid level 
inside pressurized vessels, pressure drops, and liquid and 
gas flow. 

Kimray products are supplied to control the following 
equipment:
Compressors- Suction pressure, low suction recirculation 
pressure, high discharge recirculation pressure, scrubber 
liquid level and heat exchanger air temperature.
Scrubber- Liquid level controller and dump valve.
Line Heater-  Inlet flow, burner control, high temperature 
shut-in, pilot flame monitor shut-in, and low liquid level 
shut-in.
Production Unit-  Inlet flow, pressure, liquid levels, heater 
controls and fuel gas.
Level Control-  Mechanical float trunnion, treater valve, 
simple float operated pilot, adjustable operated float pilot, 
electric level switch, and high and low pressure floatless 
pilots.
Dehydrator- Liquid levels, reboiler temperatures, fuel gas, 
instrument gas, glycol circulation and vessel pressures.
Heater / Treater-  Vessel pressure, liquid levels and liquid 
temperatures.
Separator- Vessel pressure and liquid levels.
Free Water Knockout-  Vessel pressure and liquid levels.

•  Rig Supply

•  Drawworks

•  Mud Pumps

•  Rig Parts

•  Drawworks
    Parts

•  Swivel Parts

•  Hook Parts

•  Table Parts

•  Chains

•  Sprockets

•  Valves

•  Flow Control

•  Metering
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•  Paint 
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Black Gold Pump & Supply, Inc. offers 
Kimray Quality Valves and Controls

for the Oil and Gas Industry Worldwide
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Black Gold stocks more than 5,000 parts, including  the unions, fittings and clutches our oil 
and gas field clients require.  The Kemper Valve & Fittings Corporation, has been making 
pipe unions for 40 years and is best known for its line of oil field hammer unions.  

Kemper Valve & Fittings Corporation, one of the 
largest manufacturers of oil field hammer unions in 
North America, also manufactures valving and other 
flowline products used throughout the oil and gas 
industry.

Kemper products are supplied for the following 
applications:
Unions- Oil field unions, Hammer-Seal unions, Seal-
O-Grip connections and industrial unions.
Crossovers- Unions for crossover, swages and 
blanks.
Pup Joints-  Integral non-pressure seal.
Swivel Joints- To codes silver, black, and red.
Hose Loops- To codes silver, black, and red.
Flow Line Valves- Dart checks, swing checks and 
relief checks.
Integral fittings-  Tees, crosses, ells, laterals and 
radius.
Valves-  Non-freeze tank valves and model “B” 
butterfly.

Kemper Hammerseal Unions are designed to quickly 
join mud tanks without the work associated with 

flanged connections. Even if the tanks are not aligned perfectly, Kemper Hammerseal 
Unions can still be made up tight for a non-leak seal. The externally threaded female 
portion of the union welds to a stub of pipe at the tank wall. Connecting pipe extends 
through the nut, the macro o-ring and then into the female. When the internally threaded 
nut is hammered tight onto the female, the captive o-ring is compressed into a “D” square 
cross section, sealing fluid pressures up to 150 psi against the outside diameter of the 
connecting pipe.

“Black Gold stocks more than 5,000 parts, including  the unions, fittings and clutches our oil and gas field 
clients require.”

The Kemper company has been making pipe unions for 40 years and is best known for 
its line of oil field hammer unions.

•  Rig Supply
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Black Gold Pump & Supply, Inc. offers
 Kemper unions to meet a wide range

of oil and gas field applications 
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Clutch and brake components are another key item for the oil and gas development 
industry.   Black Gold stocks the Eaton Airflex product, recognized as an industry leader in 
a wide range of clutches and brakes.

Airflex products are used in the oil field industry on 
drilling equipment such as drawworks, top drives, 
rotary tables, engine drives and also on mooring 
systems for offshore applications.

The oil and gas market has come to depend on 
Airflex components for quality, performance, 
reliability, superior controllability and a lower total 
cost of ownership. Eaton provides a comprehensive 
selection simulation procedure which insures that 
our brake meets the customer’s needs, with oil field 
Industry-recognized service factors.

Airflex products are backed by superior technical 
support from experienced field sales and application 
engineering teams. Our professionals work closely 
with drawworks OEMS, drilling contractors, and 
service personnel to assure proper selection of 
braking systems and customized features.

Airflex CB element assemblies are used as both 
clutches and brakes in general power transmission 
service. The primary feature of the CB design and 

construction is the Airflex torsional resilient principle made possible by the transmission 
of power through the side walls of the flexible neoprene and cord actuating tube. This 
flexibility also permits minor shaft misalignment.

“Black Gold Pump and Supply provides their oil and gas industry clients a premium line of clutches and brake 

components with the Eaton Airflex line that has a worldwide solid industry reputation.”
Airflex products are used in the oil field industry on drilling equipment such as 
drawworks, top drives, rotary tables and engine drives.

•  Rig Supply

•  Drawworks

•  Mud Pumps

•  Rig Parts

•  Drawworks
    Parts

•  Swivel Parts

•  Hook Parts

•  Table Parts

•  Chains
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•  Paint 
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Black Gold Pump & Supply, Inc. offers
 Eaton Airflex clutch and brake components

for oil and gas field applications 
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Black Gold Pump & Supply, Inc. provides to their oil and gas industry clients an one-stop 
supplier for all their needs.  Our experience in supplying the oil and gas market for more 
than a quarter of a century gives us the knowledge that total supply includes all the tools 
necessary for preparing and maintaining an oil and gas field site.

Black Gold Pump & Supply, Inc. know that 
only the most reliable and durable tools 
can and should be used on an oil and gas 
site.  In many cases the site is remote and 
the crew cannot tolerate delays due to 
tool failure or unsuitability.

Ridgid tool are a premium manufacturer 
of industrial tools suitable for oil and gas 
field operations.  Black Gold Pump & 
Supply, Inc. offers their clients a range of 
Ridgid tools to cover many applications 
on oil and  gas industry development and 
production sites.

Whether it is routine maintenance or heavy pipe cutting Black Gold Pump & Supply, Inc. can 
furnish your on-site needs as regards tools for equipment preparation and maintenance.  
Contact us regarding your application 
and tool requirement and we will supply 
the right tool for the job.  

Black Gold Pump & Supply, Inc. will use 
their considerable experience of the 
oil and gas industry and contacts with 
premium tool manufacturers such as 
Ridgid to meet your needs and ensure 
your crew are using the most reliable 
and effective tools, whatever the task. 

“Black Gold Pump and Supply provides their oil and gas industry clients a one-stop supplier for all their 
needs, including all the tools a crew will need on site to get the job done right.”

Whether it is routine maintenance or heavy pipe cutting Black Gold can supply your 
on-site needs.
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•  Mud Pumps
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Black Gold Pump & Supply, Inc. supplies 
Ridgid Tools for oil and gas site 
development and maintenance
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Black Gold Pump & Supply, Inc. provides to their oil and gas industry clients an one-stop 
supplier for all their needs.  Our experience in supplying the oil and gas market for more 
than a quarter of a century gives us the knowledge that total supply includes support 
items such as paint and fencing.

Our Anchor paint is tested on site to provide the coatings 
best suited to withstand violent and unpredictable 
weather. Anchor realizes its nationally and internationally 
sold products may be used in a multitude of service 
environments. Therefore, Anchor products are also tested 
in climates such as southern Florida and the northeastern 
United States. Anchor products excel in weather resistance, 
durability, color retention, gloss retention, stain resistance 
and other significant 
performance criteria.  
Anchor paints are 
highly suitable for 
an oil and gas site 
environment.

Sheffield Fence  products are the ultimate in 
galvanized fencing. Sheffield Fence wire is coated 
using a hot dip strand galvanizing process that 
meets or exceeds ASTM Class I galvanized coating 
specifications. These specifications are set by the 
American Society for Testing and Materials that was 
started in 1898 to assure that the standards set by 
industry were measured equally. We follow those 
standards to assure a long life product. Class III 
coatings also available. 

“Black Gold Pump and Supply provides their oil and gas industry clients an one-stop supplier for all their 

needs.  And one-stop means everything from heavy equipment to paint and fencing for the site.”

Anchor paint is tested on site to provide the coatings best suited to withstand violent 
and unpredictable weather. Anchor realizes its nationally and internationally sold 
products may be used in a multitude of service environments.
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Black Gold Pump & Supply, Inc. supplies 
all the accessories for oil and gas site development

 and maintenance including 
Anchor Paint and Sheffield Fencing
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Black Gold Pump & Supply, Inc.
P. O. Box 1135 • Hwy. 60 & 83 South • Canadian • Texas 79014 • Ph: 806.323.9131 • Fax: 806.323.5417

www.blackgoldsupply.com


